Constraints on the nonstandard top-gluon couplings composed of the chromomagnetic-and chromoelectric-dipole moments of the top quark are updated by combining the latest data of top-pair productions from the Tevatron, 7-TeV LHC, and 8-TeV LHC. We find that adding the recent 8-TeV data to the analysis is effective to get a stronger constraint on the chromoelectric-dipole moment than the one from the Tevatron and 7-TeV LHC alone. We also discuss how those constraints on the nonstandard couplings could be further improved when the 14-TeV LHC results become available in the near future.
The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) has discovered a new particle which seems to be the standard-model Higgs boson [1, 2] . This discovery means the standard model is nearing completion and the LHC has achieved one of its important aims to operate. On the other hand, however, there have been no positive signals suggesting the existence of new particles which are not belonging to the framework of the standard model. That indicates that nonstandard particles, if any, might be too heavy to be created at the present LHC energies. Therefore, the top quark, the heaviest particle that can appear in real experiments, is expected to play an important role in searching for new physics beyond the standard model [3, 4] .
In this situation, an approach in terms of the effective Lagrangian composed of only the standard-model fields is one of the most promising and general ways to parametrize quantum effects of nonstandard particles and derive constraints on them. Therefore, quite a number of authors have so far studied top-quark physics at the Tevatron and LHC using this effective-Lagrangian procedure [5] - [31] . Among those works, what we performed in [20, 24, 26] was to combine the Tevatron and LHC data on tt productions to get a strong restriction on possible nonstandard top-gluon couplings, i.e., the chromomagnetic-and chromoelectric-dipole moments of the top quark. Now that the LHC has been shut down for an upgrade to increase its colliding energy after its successful operations at √ s =7 TeV (hereafter LHC7) and √ s = 8
TeV (LHC8), it will be meaningful to update those constraints by using the latest results of the Tevatron and LHC experiments in order to clarify the current status of new-physics search through top-gluon interactions in the effective-Lagrangian approach. This is what we aim to perform here, which is going to be our first analysis taking the LHC8 results into account.
The effective Lagrangian which we have adopted so far is the one proposed by
Buchmüller and Wyler [32] (see also [33] - [35] ). In this framework, we have the following top-gluon couplings for the top-pair productions in pp/pp collisions:
where g s is the SU(3) coupling constant, and d V and d A are nonstandard couplings corresponding to the chromomagnetic-and chromoelectric-dipole moments, respectively. Using this Lagrangian for top-gluon interactions and the usual standardmodel Lagrangian for all the other interactions, the total cross section of top-pair productions is derived straightforwardly and expressed as
where σ SM denotes the standard-model cross section and ∆σ
The explicit form of Eq. (2) is found at the parton level in Ref. [20] . As for the parton distribution functions, we have been using CTEQ6.6M (NNLO approximation) [36] .
Recently, new data of top-pair productions at the Tevatron and LHC experiments were presented by combining those from the CDF and D0 collaborations at the Tevatron, and those from the ATLAS and CMS collaborations at the LHC7 
= 220 +14 −13 pb for the LHC8.
♯1 There are also some standard-model loop effects which generate dipole couplings. In our preceding articles [20, 24, 26] , we already have taken into account the QCD contributions to them by using corrected cross sections for σ SM (as mentioned below), while we have so far neglected the electroweak (EW) contributions. It will, however, be required eventually to include the EW part into the analysis, which we discuss later before the summary. us use the following theoretical prediction on the top-pair productions for m t = 173 GeV [45] , assuming 10% and 5% errors ♯3 as the virtual-experimental value: σ( √ s = 14 TeV) = 920 ± 92 pb (10% error case), = 920 ± 46 pb (5% error case).
The results of this virtual analysis are shown in Fig.3 . There, the dash-dotdashed curves and the dot-dash-dotted curves, which indicate the allowed region estimated from the 10% and 5% error cases, respectively, are added to Fig.2 . Moreover, the allowed regions combining the current constraint derived here and constraints from the 10% and 5% error cases are described as the middle-lighter and lighter gray regions. As seen in Fig.3 , the LHC14 has a potential to strengthen both of the current individual constraints on d V and d A about twice, i.e., the allowed area could become almost quarter its size, if the errors are controlled at about the 5% level. LHC8 data, which were taken into account for the first time here, were effective to exclude some area allowed by the Tevatron and LHC7 data alone. In addition, it was pointed out via a virtual analysis that the current allowed area on the d V -d A plane could get almost quarter the size if the errors were controlled at the 5% level for the measured tt cross section at the LHC with √ s = 14 TeV.
